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Surfcrest Social
What’s happening in YOUR neighborhood

We Lit Up Surfcrestand the WINNER is….
With over 40 homes decking their
halls to share their holiday spirit, our
fearless judging team had their work
cut out for them! Many thanks to
Linda Janesick, Linda Haberl, Marilyn
Grangruth and Lauren McWilliams for
volunteering to help in what seemed
to be an impossible task in narrowing
down which displays to recognize:
HONORABLE MENTIONS:
Marie & Carolyn Webb
Joyce & Heather Kindschi
Cathy & Katie Falco
** Check out all the Girl Power **
FIRST RUNNER UP:
Diana & Bob Boucher
** Welcome to the neighborhood ! **
FIRST PLACE:
Tori (and Therese) Hagan
** VicTORIous !!! **
Thanks to everyone for their
enthusiastic support ! As you store
those lights away for next year, please
do so by no later than January 15.
And again- a huge THANK YOU
to all participants for sharing your
sparkle !!!

Out with the old and in with the new… NEW YEAR, that is!
With the holidays behind us and a new Board on the way in, I would like to
take the opportunity to thank you for allowing me to share Surfcrest and
Huntington Beach events with you over the past year… It has been a
pleasure to help increase community communication and outreach by
bringing you this monthly newsletter, and it is my sincere hope that
whomever heads the communication committee for 2018 will embrace the
opportunity to carry on and improve what we have brought you.
Wishing each of you & your families a magical 2018 … Vanessa Casella

JANUARY BOARD MEETINGS
Please note Surf 1 and Corp will hold Annual Election meetings this month,
so please don’t forget to cast your votes & turn in your ballots!

Surf 1: Thursday, January 25, 6:30
Surf 2: Wednesday, January 24, 5:00

You won’t
know if you
don’t go…

Surf Corp: Wednesday, January 24, 6:30
Additional meetings may be called. Dates & times subject to change. Always consult
the pool bulletin board for the most accurate information and agenda postings.
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HAPPY NEW YEAR. We hope you all had a wonderful holiday. 2018 will be an amazing
year. In January the Landscape Committee will walk around and prioritizes projects that
they feel need to be addressed during the year. As we have learned in the past, things can
quickly change which can alter the list. Right now we know our focus will be on the front and
back gate entries, the entrance to the pool and the perimeter planting on the Surf Dr side of
the pool. We will update everyone once the other projects are identified. As always both
Surf 1 and Surf 2 will have their own projects. Some of these will be from the 2017 list. These
2017 projects were not completed because of unexpected plant demises along the exterior
landscape areas on Seapoint and Palm which made those areas to jump to the top of the list.
Stay tuned...more info will be coming in February.
Happy New Year, The Landscape Committee.
If becoming more active is one of your New
Years resolutions then why not join your HB
neighbors in the Surf City Run this Superbowl
Sunday ?
Run a full marathon, half marathon or the
newly reintroduced 5K… All courses start at
Huntington Street and head North on PCH.
They are even adding a Kowabunga Kids Run on
the sand so the whole family can get in on
the fun!
Google Surf City Marathon for full details.

Our Surfcrest Holiday Cookie Exchange brought out delicious treats from so many of our
talented residents… It was great to gather at the pool, meet new neighbors and catch up with
those we had not connected with for a while. By the end of the evening we counted more
than 60 residents spreading holiday cheer. Additional thanks to Susan McWilliams for
generously providing delicious ZPizza and Caesar salad as a healthy start to a
cookie-thon that lasted through the evening. We hope everyone took advantage of this time of
year when calories don't count and took a few home too!
After a lifespan that exceeded what had been projected, the pool heater finally
gave up and needed to be replaced mid-December. While the pool heater will be
turned off from January 1 through February 28, the Jacuzzi heater will remain
operational, as will the grills on the pool deck, for the use of all residents.
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A note of thanks to the committed and hard working Boards f 2017…. They have excelled in maintenance
performance and upkeep to our properties over the past 12 months, keeping Surfcrest a shining example at the gateway
to SeaCliff. And a big THANK YOU to our residents who have assisted in getting so many projects completed. Without your
continued cooperation we would not have been able to check so much off the list… Your partnership is appreciated !

Happy 2018 to all our neighbors… As always, Surf 1
will be starting out the new year with our Annual
Election meeting the 4th Thursday of January. If we
do not receive enough ballots to hold the election
the vote counting will need to wait until February,
so please return your votes to GWPM. If you would
like to run for a seat on the Board but have missed
the deadline to return your “Call for Candidates”
sheet you are still free to run as a write in provided
you voice your intent at the meeting prior to the
votes being counted. Please direct any questions
about the election protocol to Becky at:
becky@gwpm.com.

In the new year, our Surf 2 board will be busy
scheduling roof top metal work, and around
February 1, 2018, we will commence painting of all
the buildings and wrought iron. So when you hear
the hammers working and the sounds of scraping
we will be doing both. In addition it looks like we
may be tenting several buildings to destroy termite
infestations. That work will start later on.
As it relates to painting our buildings, it is essential
that all homeowners and residents remove all items
from the stucco walls. These include river rocks, sea
shells, plants, privacy screens-- and other such
things. We also ask that all items affixed to the wall
facings also be removed and room made for the
painters to access the walls.

Many homeowners have asked about the orange
tape placed on their gates or posts during the
wrought iron painting that took place in October…
The responsibility for these repairs has been a topic
at many of our recent Board meetings, and after
much conversation it has been voted that, as
interpreted by the CC&R’s, the homeowners will be
responsible for any necessary repairs. Please look
for a more detailed explanation to be sent to
affected homeowners detailing options and
parameters to have this work completed, as well as
due date to have repairs finished. Once all the
work has been done your Board will complete their
maintenance of the gates and posts by painting
the areas that needed repair.

On a somewhat different note, homeowners have
experienced a recurring problem within squirrels
burying whole peanuts in our planters and pots,
then later digging them up thereby destroying our
flower beds!
Those who are feeding the little critters should be
made aware that the furry ones are cute but
destructive--and have been implicated in the
spread of communicable disease. So please, be a
good neighbor and let the furry ones stay in the
wild where they belong.

A few of our neighbors have experienced
plumbing leaks- It can be confusing to know who is
liable to fix what when the responsibilities are split
between homeowners and the Association. If you
witness a leak in your home that you feel may be a
responsibility of the Association we ask that you call
Crandall Plumbing for an inspection. Crandall is
available 24 hours and can determine if the leak is
an association responsibility (sprinkler line) or a
homeowner responsibility (anything else). If the
leak is from the sprinkler line Crandall will stop the
leak with a small patch, afterwhich Becky will
contact Kelly Fire Service to come in and complete
a more thorough inspection, along with
replacement of the effected pipe area.

Finally, thank you all for helping us make this a
better community and may all of you enjoy a
healthy, happy and prosperous New Year. Your
Surf Two board: Linda, Pam, Bob, Gene and John
A Crandall Plumbing service representative can be
reached by calling: 714-465-7819. If the source of
the leak is homeowner responsibility then the
service call will be charged to the homeowner. If
the leak is determined to be a sprinkler pipe then
the Association will pay for the service by Crandall,
as well as the follow-up conducted by Kelly Fire.
Your Surf 1 Board appreciates your assistance in
early detection and service of such instances in an
effort to maintain the integrity of our structures.
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Catherine & Katie Falco
Thanks to original owner Catherine Falco for sharing her
Surfcrest story in her own words….

It was over 20 years ago Catherine Falco moved from Corona
Del Mar into Surfcrest as an original owner. The Antigua model
with 2 master suites was perfect for a single professional who
traveled extensively. Little did she know this is where she would
call home and start a family. Catherine married in 2001 and
helped raise two boys in addition to baby Katherine Grace Falco
who came along in 2004. Katie’s Grandma living in Irvine was all
too happy to take care of her Granddaughter full time for much
of Katie’s first 3 years.

As many of you have heard there have been two
fatalities recently within yards of our gates: A hit
and run accident at the corner of PCH and
Seapoint, and a pedestrian vs vehicle fatality on
PCH. Please take extreme caution when
crossing our busy streets and always obey all
traffic laws… Yes, pedestrians DO have the right
of way, but with so many people rushing to fit
everything into their busy schedules it is always
better to be safe than sorry.

Huntington Beach is a wonderful city with a great school district
offering residents the best in public school K-5 as well as
fantastic private schools. After enjoying 6 years at Huntington
Seacliff Elementary, Katie, now 13 years old attends Dwyer
Middle School where she excels in honors classes with straight
A’s. When summer finally arrives, Katie looks forward to the
Junior Guard program for eight weeks before the Falco’s
squeeze in their family vacation prior to the new school year.

With that being said please set an example for
our SeaCliff neighbors and proceed through all
SeaPoint traffic lights, and especially through the
signal at PCH and SeaPoint, with extreme
caution, looking for pedestrians and checking
twice before accelerating to go on your way. The
extra 10 seconds won't make you late, but it
could make the difference in someone else’s
safety, and that is time worth taking !

“We’ve all watched Huntington Beach go from a small surf town
to a major vacation destination for others, complete with
summer concerts on the beach.” As a Director for a commercial
builder Catherine has played a role in several of our city’s iconic
real estate developments including the Athletic Complex and
our landmark 31 acre Pacific City. “I feel honored and privileged
to not only be a resident, but also a part of several of our city’s
greatest real estate accomplishments.”

During this busy season please don't forget to take the time and
exercise your right to vote in the Surfcrest elections. As a
reminder there have been some changes from past
procedures to having your voice heard on Surf Corp:

When asked about their favorite thing about Huntington Beach,
the Falco’s agree, “have bike, will travel” no car necessary to
enjoy this town. As locals, the Falco’s enjoy the informal Taco
Surf, Tsunami, Jan’s Healthfood and the famous Sancho’s
downtown. For finer dining their favorite restaurants that cater
to HB locals are The Black Trumpet Bistro and Capone’s; both
small restaurants requiring no reservations. In addition to our
own local HB Art Center, we’re lucky to have the O.C.
Performing Art Center close by where the Falco’s have enjoyed
season tickets for the past 18 years.

ONLY candidates with their names pre-printed on the Surf
Corp ballots are eligible to cumulate votes. Anyone wishing
to add their name as a nominee from the floor will only be
permitted one (1) recordable vote per ballot. To run as a
floor nominee you MUST be present at the annual meeting
to accept the nomination (from yourself or another
resident).
As a reminder, Corp is responsible for maintaining and
making decisions regarding the common area, which
includes the pool, landscape, parking, security, perimeter
and vehicle gates, roads, outdoor lighting and more. Surf 1
and 2 focus on building maintenance and needs such as
painting, plumbing, interior inspections, etc…

After traveling for business or pleasure it’s easy to recognize
instantly why HB and the coastal lifestyle is good for the soul
offering Surfcrest residents peace and tranquility. The size of
Surfcrest is small enough to enjoy the intimacy of a close knit
neighborhood and yet large enough to remain anonymous;
whichever suits you on any given day. “At the end of the day,
how lucky we are to be able to walk out our front gate, cross
over PCH and have feet on the sand in less than 5 minutes,
reminding ourselves that home is where memories are made.”

If you would like more information in entering the race for
a Surfcrest Board position please contact Becky for
additional guidance: becky@gwpm.com
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